s Abstract Most descriptions of evolution assume that all mutations are completely random with respect to their potential effects on survival. However, much like other phenotypic variations that affect the survival of the descendants, intrinsic variations in the probability, type, and location of genetic change can feel the pressure of natural selection. From site-specific recombination to changes in polymerase fidelity and repair of DNA damage, an organism's gene products affect what genetic changes occur in its genome. Through the action of natural selection on these gene products, potentially favorable mutations can become more probable than random. With examples from variation in bacterial surface proteins to the vertebrate immune response, it is clear that a great deal of genetic change is better than "random" with respect to its potential effect on survival. Indeed, some potentially useful mutations are so probable that they can be viewed as being encoded implicitly in the genome. An updated evolutionary theory includes emergence, under selective pressure, of genomic information that affects the probability of different classes of mutation, with consequences for genome survival.
OVERVIEW
Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace (37b) provided a robust framework for studying evolution: From among "the amount of individual variation that my experience as a collector had shown me to exist (123) ," the "most fitted" survive; but they lacked the tools to investigate the source of that variation. As genes and mutation were incorporated into evolutionary theory (37a), evolution began to be described in terms of "random mutation" followed by natural selection (49) . That mutation of DNA is completely "random" was not, of course, Darwin's idea.
It has been argued that mutations must be random because natural selection cannot "assist the process of evolutionary change," since "selection lacks foresight, and no one has described a plausible way to provide it" (34) . If the challenges that confronted genomes were unprecedented and completely random, it would be hard to disagree with the statement that selection "lacks foresight." However, to the extent that classes of challenges and opportunities tend to recur, a response that is better than random can be favored by selection (17, 18, 88) . Examples of recurring challenges include host/pathogen battles, access to valuable information encoded by other genomes, and the evolution of new members of gene families.
Due in part to the assumption that mutation is random, most discussions of evolution have focused on selection rather than on the biochemical mechanisms related to the generation of the variation upon which natural selection acts. Yet intrinsic variations in the physical-chemical properties of the DNA sequence context, and its interactions with polymerase, proofreading, repair, and recombination machinery, alter the probability of distinct types of mutation along a DNA sequence. Darwin "called [the] principle, by which each slight variation, if useful, is preserved, by the term Natural Selection" and asked "why should we doubt that variations in any way useful to beings . . . would be preserved, accumulated, and inherited?" (26) . Variations in the probability of mutation along a genome can be "in any way useful to beings" and thus "preserved, accumulated, and inherited."
It is appropriate that a proposal to update evolutionary theory appear in the Annual Reviews of Microbiology, because insights from microbiology (and immunology), when considered together, deepen our understanding of the reach of natural selection and thus represent a breakthrough in our understanding of evolution. The research reviewed here leads to the conclusion that, under the pressure of natural selection, a "mutation phenotype" evolves in which, first, certain classes of mutation are more probable than others and, second, some of the more probable classes of mutation can have an increased probability of being useful, or at least not harmful, compared with completely random mutation (15, 18) . (This is not the same as suggesting that a genome "knows" that it if it replaces a particular A with a G, it will be able to digest a specific sugar.) This review begins with the familiar 469 subject of site-specific recombination, refers to the multiple biochemical activities that, when integrated, result in the probability of distinct mutations along a genome's sequence, and then discusses mechanisms that are known to focus indels and point mutations along a nucleic acid sequence in a manner that can provide a selective advantage.
SECOND-ORDER SELECTION AND SITE-SPECIFIC FRAMEWORKS FOR EVOLUTION

Horizontal Transfer
Specific biochemical mechanisms have evolved that enable the horizontal transfer of blocks of DNA. This DNA often encodes pathogenicity, antibiotic resistance, or the ability to take up and utilize a new food source, such as lactose (39, 91) . Integrons provide a framework for transfer of intact, expressible genes from organism to organism (59, 104). Phage also spread information. The integration of CTXphi, which encodes cholera toxin, specifically at dif-like sites in the Vibrio cholerae genome, is mediated by host-encoded XerCD recombinases, which are widely distributed among bacterial species. Thsese recombinases likely mediate the integration of other filamentous phage in various bacterial species, and indeed other mobile elements (66). A comparison of strains of Streptococcus A, including one isolated from a patient experiencing toxic shock syndrome, led to the conclusion that outbreaks of particularly virulent disease emerge from ongoing combinatorial assortment of virulence factors by phage-mediated recombination (9) .
When the pathogenic Escherichia coli 0157:H7 was compared with the nonpathogenic laboratory strain E. coli K-12, there were 75,168 mostly "synonymous" individual base pair changes, but inserted clusters added up to 1.34 million bp unique to 0157:H7 (95) . Indeed, horizontal transfer plays a role in evolution that dramatically rivals single nucleotide changes and can occur between species, such as E. coli and Salmonella enterica (11, 75) . Type III protein secretion systems have spread widely and are found in a broad range of both pathogenic and symbiotic organisms, including those essential for nitrogen fixation (35, 67) .
In contrast to genes selected for their ability, for example, to enable the digestion of a specific new sugar, DNA recognition sites and enzymes involved in horizontal transfer of genetic information emerge under what has been termed second-order selection (3): selection for their ability to access information that has evolved in other genomes, which in turn provides a potential selective advantage to generations of descendants of each genome that acquires and retains this ability (76) .
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Hypermutation in the variable region of a recombined immunoglobulin gene is reported to begin with regulated, targeted, enzymatic deamination of a C on either strand at the sequence RGYW (either puRine, G, either pYrimidine, A or T) (32), followed by the action of a "mutator" polymerase(s) (38) . Blocking uracil deglycosylase increased the ratio of transitions to transversions. Changing the DNA sequence, including changes between "synonymous" codons, changes the location of the mutation hotspots (54). Although not every antibody-producing cell that the immune system generates will bind to an antigen and therefore be selected for expansion, the underlying diversity that generates the antibodies is not based on random nucleotide change.
Thus, information that modulates the rate and type of genetic change can evolve within the protein-coding region of genes much as the protein-coding sequence itself evolves (15) . The infrastructure that creates each functional antibody gene focuses variation at locations well matched to the functional requirements of the gene product, i.e., within the variable-region binding site. Thus, the probability of variation can become aligned with the potential biological effect of a mutation at that site. Of course, the new genes must face selection, but the event that created them is not completely random.
PATHOGEN VARIATION Biochemical mechanisms that generate coat diversity enable arthropod-borne infectious agents to avoid removal by immune surveillance while remaining accessible in blood for transfer to a new host (4) . Borrelia burgdorferi (19) exchanges patches in its coat protein through site-directed recombination (128) . Second-order selection operates on the ability of B. burgdorferi to generate diversity, for when cultured in the laboratory, outside the selective pressure of a host immune system, B. burgdorferi tends to lose plasmids and infectivity (109) . Although there are nearly 200 ways to encode the five amino acids at the borders of the varied coat patch, the plasmid-borne information encoding this EGAIK repeat is embedded in a completely conserved 17-bp repeat.
Conserved recognition sites for DNA invertase of long tail-fiber genes of the double-stranded tailed phage that infect enteric bacteria (105) enable a combinatorial assortment of host-specificity regions to be exchanged at the appropriate position of the tail fiber gene, either by inversion of a DNA segment that encodes two options in opposite orientations or by recombination (106) , extending the potential host range.
REGION-SPECIFIC VARIATION
Although homologous and site-directed recombination are familiar mechanisms, the immunoglobulin class switch is an example of region-specific recombination (63). The breaks in DNA that initiate a class switch are not always between the same two base pairs, but they are always within the "switch regions." The "environment" of the B cell regulates the site of the DNA cut; for example, interleukin (IL)-4 directs the construction of a gene encoding IgE by inducing the expression of an appropriate "germline transcript" (80) , which targets the double-strand break to the switch region that is upstream of DNA encoding the constant region of the epsilon heavy chain.
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Endonuclease cuts in meiosis also appear to be region specific. Local DNA sequence and chromatin structure (10) and the presence of binding sites for certain proteins (122) affect the accessibility of the region to the endonuclease Spo11, which makes the double-strand break that initiates meiotic recombination (68). In Schizosaccharomyces pombe, about half the recombination events occurred within 50-200 bases of the hotspot sequence ATGACGT (27) . In a 216-kb segment of the class II region of the human major histocompatibility complex, hotspots of crossover in sperm correspond to areas where linkage disequilibrium breaks down (70). Because mutations within Spo11 can alter the location at which the DNA will be cut and near which variation will be generated (33), they will feel the pressure of natural selection, as will the accessibility of each region of DNA and cleavage-prone sequences within the accessible region.
GENE DUPLICATION Some locations in the genome are more likely than others to participate in gene duplication and amplification events. A genome-wide survey of changes during adaptation to thermal stress in E. coli B revealed repeated duplications of the same region of the chromosome and suggested that this was facilitated by repeats (102) . In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, repeated, independent, but nevertheless similar, chromosomal rearrangements, including identical breakpoints at transposon-related sequences, emerged under the sustained strong selective pressure of growth in glucose-limited chemostats (36) . Frequent duplication under selection, followed by rapid loss of the duplicates when the selective pressure is removed, has been described as a "reversible" form of mutation, observed, for example, under starvation conditions in which growth essentially is limited to organisms in which duplication of a region of the chromosome enables increased transport of the limiting carbon source (114) .
The high intrinsic rate of genome variation in mammalian histocompatibility antigens, and at focused places in the immunoglobulins, points to the possibility of a genomic framework that facilitates evolution of gene families. Each time a gene is duplicated, as a gene family expands, the same challenge recurs: the need to avoid mutations that would destroy the common function of the gene family while changing other amino acids that underlie the new gene family member's target specificity (15, 17) . If information that facilitates adaptation can evolve at sites of high variation of immunoglobulins, histocompatibility regions, contingency genes, and pathogen coats (5, 72, 129) , it is likely to be found in other locations of which we currently are unaware and which should be the subject of future research (16) .
A GENOME'S PATTERN OF MUTATION EVOLVES THROUGH A BALANCE OF MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES Overview
The probability of distinct genetic changes varies in a sequence-context-dependent manner, affected by the K m and k cat of enzymes that polymerize and repair DNA, 472 CAPORALE and by the relative pool sizes of the nucleotides (53, 130). Changes in pool sizes, such as through changes in nucleotide diphosphate kinase activity, change the rate of distinct types of mutation through effects on both polymerase fidelity and mismatch repair (86) .
A mutation in DNA that encodes a DNA polymerase affects the future probability of specific types of mutations at myriad places throughout the genome. For example, in Haemophilus influenzae, tetranucleotide repeats change in length more quickly when the activity of polI is decreased (7) . For generation after generation, such mutations affect the viability, and thus the total number, of progeny that inherit an altered polymerase, along with its unique classes of more and less probable mutations.
Distinct mutation spectra result from changes in the activity of distinct components of mismatch repair and the polymerases (42, 56) . Analysis of 164 spontaneous lacI − mutations recovered from a uracil-DNA glycosylase-deficient strain of E. coli indicated that DNA context and different levels of gene expression and DNA repair all affect the classes and frequencies of "spontaneous" mutation (40) .
DNA Sequence Context
The effect of the physical properties of each DNA sequence context on its own likelihood of mutation often is overlooked in discussions of evolution. DNA sequences can have profound effects on DNA structure (94, 97) , the fidelity of DNA polymerases (69), and mismatch repair (81) . Because sequence context affects the access and activity of distinct polymerase and repair proteins, sequence context affects local genome composition.
Certain mutations could be called "predictable" because they occur with ordersof-magnitude-higher probability than other mutations do; therefore, given a routinely achieved combination of time and population size, they essentially certainly will occur. "Correction" of quasipalindromes to perfect inverted repeats (99) occurs relatively frequently and preferentially during replication of the leading strand, whereas deletions between direct repeats, at sites where misalignment can be stabilized by sequence-context-dependent DNA secondary structure, are observed frequently and preferentially on the lagging strand (112) . The leading and lagging strands also can have different probabilities that, for example, an A will mutate to a G, resulting in different base compositions on the two strands (101).
Emergence of a Mutation Phenotype
Through integration of a wide range of cellular activities, including the level of and balance between distinct repair, polymerase (12, 52) , and proofreading activities encoded and expressed by that genome, and their interaction with different sites in the genome, an overall mutation rates emerges.
Although it is no surprise that mutation increases if exonucleolytic proofreading is decreased (108), at first glance it is surprising that mutation can increase if the activity of certain repair proteins is increased (46, 90) . For example, in E. coli, increased expression of 3-methyladenine DNA glycosylase II (which excises damaged, but to some extent undamaged, bases from DNA) increases the mutation rate, as measured by increased "spontaneous" mutation to rifampicin resistance (in a manner that is sensitive to the local sequence context) (8) . One of the strongest reported mutators in S. cerevisiae resulted from high levels of expression of 3-methyladenine DNA glycosylase relative to expression of the apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease, creating an imbalance between the first two enzymes involved in DNA base excision repair; this high mutation rate is not observed in the absence of the Rev1/Rev3/Rev7-catalyzed lesion bypass system (51). Yeast strains with a mutation that interferes with the exonucleolytic proofreading activity of polymerase delta or epsilon have an "antimutator" phenotype with respect to frameshift errors if they also lack MSH2 mismatch repair activity (58).
When expression of the SOS-inducible polymerase dinB was increased in E. coli, both frameshift and base substitution mutations increased, although not to the same extent (73) . The ability to survive and to respond to genome damage depends upon expression and/or activation of proteins involved in the SOS response (79, 126) , polymerases with unusual specificity (45) , and repair proteins (23, 120) . Induction of the SOS response increases the efficiency of global nucleotide excision repair of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (25) , and alkylation sensitivity varies depending upon different mutations in repair pathways (84) .
Some genomes, such as the radiation-resistant Deinococcus radiodurans (124), survive under conditions that seem to be inescapably mutagenic. Thermophiles would risk multiple mutations per gene per generation without mechanisms that repair and protect DNA (57). In fact, the mutation rate of 37
• C genomes also would be high without mechanisms that repair "spontaneous" damage (78) . From repair of apurinic sites to the removal of mismatches resulting from C tautomerization during replication and from deamination of C to U (43) [the rate of which is further increased opposite O6-alkylated guanines (41)], different levels of repair result in changes in base composition. For example, in certain mollicutes, lack of uracil deglycosylase is correlated with increased AT content (125) .
Slow repair of deaminated Cs under stress might enable a "toe in the water" test of the effect of replacing Cs with Ts (13), because mRNA synthesized prior to repair incorporates an A rather than a G opposite the deaminated C. If this point mutation has a survival advantage, then organisms with that "damage" might divide prior to repair and thus incorporate an A into the newly synthesized strand of DNA.
The initiation and focusing of hypermutation of immunoglobulin variable regions by targeted deamination of Cs (32) suggests that repair and protection mechanisms may be captured, regulated, and focused to specific regions of the genome.
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REVERSIBLE MUTATIONS AND A GENOME'S IMPLICIT RANGE
We describe one nucleotide sequence as an organism's genome and expect that progeny of this organism will inherit the same nucleotide sequence, except when mutation intervenes. Yet it is predictable, within population sizes of only thousands of bacteria, that certain mutations will occur. For example, tetranucleotide repeats increase and decrease in length as the new and old strands of DNA misalign during synthesis and/or repair (107, 117) . Such mutations are not only predictable, but also reversible: Because these repeats continue to change in length, a parental type will reappear among the population of descendants (100). Therefore, rather than view a genome as encoding a specific repeat length that can mutate, we can view that genome as encoding a specific repeat length explicitly, but a range of repeat lengths implicitly, and consider that the range of lengths is an inherited phenotype of the genome.
Because changes in the lengths of repeats can change the strength of promoters or shift the reading frame of genes, each of the genes associated with these repeats will have a range of activities within a population descended from essentially any individual with any one combination of repeat lengths (6, 118) . For example, in Neisseria meningitidis, individuals with spacers of 11, 10, or 9 Gs between the −35 and −10 consensus motifs in its promoter have high, medium, or no detectable levels of expression of porA (119) . Changes in the length of a repeat also may change how sensitive a gene is to being regulated by specific molecules in the environment. For example, in E. coli, as a tract of Ts that begins eight nucleotides from the promoter −10 region is shortened from seven to three, pyrimidine-mediated regulation of uracil phosphoribosyltransferase expression is reduced and then becomes undetectable (21) .
Because their tendency to change in length has quantitative effects, tandem repeats have been described as "tuning knobs" (71, 116), generating diversity that facilitates adaptation at multiple loci within a comparatively few generations. In H. influenzae and N. meningitidis, genes associated with tetranucleotide repeats, termed "contingency loci," are involved in LPS biosynthesis, adhesion, iron acquisition, restriction-modification systems and the evasion of host immunity (6) .
The infection process is a dynamic one (89), during which the implicitly encoded variation facilitates adaptation to variations in the environment and access to different tissue sites (29, 87) . For example, unencapsulated N. meningitidis invade epithelial cells (61), but encapsulated organisms are resistant to serum complement, facilitating systemic spread (121) . Although most meningococci carried asymptomatically in the upper respiratory tract are unencapsulated, capsular forms predominated during an outbreak of meningococcal disease (61). In this study, the presence or absence of capsule, and thus the virulence, correlated with insertion or deletion of a C in a run of Cs within the coding region of the polysialyltransferase gene, causing premature termination of translation and then restoration of the reading frame from generation to generation. Thus, both encapsulated and 475 unencapsulated individuals generate a mixture of encapsulated and unencapsulated progeny.
The amount of combinatorial diversity available to some species through changes in the length of repeats is impressive; a survey of three strains of Neisseria spp. suggests nearly 100 candidate phase-variable genes (113) . Other more complex "reversible" mutations include the "flip-flop" system, in which gene expression is turned on and off by inversion of a segment of DNA. [In addition to the "predictable" variants, this system also generates "out of the box" diversity through lower-probability recombination at diverse sites (3) .] Other examples of inversionmediated reversible phenotypic change include alterations in the sequence of a defined region of pilin, an "on/off " switch for fimbriae expression involving inversion of the promotor (60, 62) and a change in bacteriophage host specificity through in-frame inversions in the coding region of the tail fiber gene (106) .
The range of genomes encoded implicitly through the many potential combinations of repeat lengths extends the range of environmental niches accessible to a population of descendants without committing all descendants to a sequence path that may be favored only by the circumstances of the moment. Progeny inherit multiple sequences, one explicitly and others implicitly.
ACCELERATED EXPLORATION
An "optimal" overall mutation rate is high enough to access the variation needed for long-term survival, but low enough to avoid being selected against by damaging mutations (31, 37). In one study, ∼1000 generations after loss of MutS, most lineages had reduced colony size, 4% had died out, and 55% had auxotrophic requirements, yet only 3% of the wild-type lineages had detectable mutations of any type (48) . Under stress, however, bacteria that are less efficient at mismatch repair may be favored. Patients chronically infected with Pseudomonas have a high proportion of "mutator" bacteria (93) , which can evolve resistance to subsequent antibiotic treatment at an increased rate (50) .
To the extent that it is possible to increase, selectively, the rate of sampling of alternative implicit genomes under stress, this would expedite exploration while protecting "housekeeping" functions. In N. meningitidis, errors in mismatch repair are reported to increase the rate of mutation at contingency loci by an order of magnitude more than at other loci (98) , and are more likely to be observed in invasive strains isolated during pandemics than in strains isolated from patients in years when there were no epidemics.
To the extent that the implicit genome encodes variations in levels of mismatch repair (MMR), a population of bacteria descendant from any one individual is composed of individuals with mismatch repair genes of varying levels of alacrity in repairing DNA. Repeats in MMR genes that facilitate the loss and regain of mutator activity, through recombination at a rate that is higher than the genome's background rate, could provide a selective advantage. Certain strains of Pseudomonas obtained from people with cystic fibrosis had a deletion between two repeats in 476 CAPORALE MutS and decreased mismatch repair activity (93) . In E. coli, there is a relatively high number of neighboring repeats in genes such as MutS and MutL compared with random DNA sequences and with other E. coli genes (102) . As would be expected if mismatch repair genes recombine at a comparatively high rate, they exhibit high sequence mosaicism derived from diverse phylogenetic lineages (14, 30) . Although mismatch repair activity can be eliminated and then regained by recombination, it also might be "tuned" (suggested by E.P. Rocha, personal communication).
Laboratory-constructed deletions of MutS and MutL decrease the virulence of Listeria monocytogenes (85) . In reviewing experimental data, it will become increasingly important to distinguish laboratory-constructed mutants from genes that are operating in the context in which they evolved. For example, it would be interesting to compare genes inactivated by frameshifts and deletions that are reversible through the use of any "intrinsic genome"-related mechanisms of the organism under investigation (for example, in which the repeats enable the hyperrecombination phenotype of MMR-deficient mutators to revert to a nonmutator phenotype through regain of MMR) with laboratory-constructed mutations that are not so readily reversible.
Decreased activity of the mismatch repair proteins MLH1 or MSH6 increases the rate of gene amplification in eukaryotic cells (20) . [The extent of duplication and amplification of genes is affected by the action of a number of proteins; tandem duplications of the histidine operon on S. typhimurium are reduced by more than three orders of magnitude in recA − strains (2a) .] Decreased MMR activity and/or induction of the SOS system allows increased recombination between divergent sequences (82) . When the SOS response is induced in mismatch repair-deficient cells, E. coli accepts DNA from S. enterica (83) . Following two rounds of selection for recombinants in an interspecies mating between S. enterica and E. coli, MMR − cells represented 95% of the population (as defined by spontaneous mutation to rifampicin resistance and backed up by mapping a subset of mutations to MutS or MutL) (47) .
Contingency loci also can affect the activity of restriction/modification systems (28), thus opening the door to "out of the box" diversity acquired from other organisms; the diversity of restriction/modification specificities in a population of bacteria enables varying levels of acceptance of distinct sequences of DNA. Bacteria may increase uptake (110) and release (115) of DNA under the influence of quorum sensing signals, and have evolved recognition signals within their DNA to facilitate uptake by conspecifics. Thus the extent of DNA uptake can be affected by the DNA sequence itself and by biochemical activities in both the donor and the recipient cell, all of which can fall under regulation and natural selection.
FINDING INFORMATION
Sequence alignment revealed the conserved nucleotides recognized by B. burgdorferi's coat-changing integrase (129) . Statistical analysis was used to detect RGYW at sites that experience hypermutation in the immunoglobulin V regions (54).
However, as we examine whole genomes, encoded information will not always be obvious from examination of the sequence alone.
Identification of the recognition pattern for integron "59 base" elements has proven to be challenging. "59 base" elements are recognized by the site-specific recombinases that are responsible for inserting additional cassettes into the integron, and cassettes from the integron into genomic DNA. Recognition appears to involve a relationship between neighboring sequences in that mutations within one side of an imperfect inverted repeat can overcome mutations within the other side [see preliminary data cited in (22)].
We focus on DNA sequences as we write them, as strings of the letters A,T,G, and C; however, completely different sequences of bases can create a threedimensional pattern that proteins recognize as similar and that encodes novel information. A simple example is provided by AT and GC pairs, both of which "fit" across the same width of double helix. Polymerase, editing, and mismatch repair proteins accept either an AT or a GC pair, but not other combinations.
Examples that have begun to look beyond linear base sequence analysis include the recognition of a palindromic major groove H-bond donor acceptor pattern, which appears to define favored sites of integration of the P transposon in Drosophila melanogaster (77) , and the use of physical properties of DNA sequences in a probabilistic model used to recognize promoters (92) . In the future we should be able to "read" DNA more as proteins do; to calculate and represent, in a comprehensible way, the breathing, tilt, and propeller-like twist of the base pairs along each DNA sequence; and to assess the extent to which the unique physical and chemical properties presented by different sequences affect the rate, nature, and location of genetic change.
DIRECTED MUTATION?
Distinct from the question as to whether mutations that tend to be favorable can become more probable is assessing whether mutation might be directed to specific sites that are particularly relevant to an environmental challenge faced at that moment (96, 103) .
That the mutation rate in contingency and mismatch repair genes can be selectively increased sails close to stating that mutation can be targeted to the specific needs of the organism. Similarly, recombination that turns on E. coli fimbriae synthesis becomes more likely at the host's body temperature (60). However, these examples represent the cloud of "implicit" genomes and are not examples of mechanisms that would create an unprecedented novel base change that is targeted to overcome a specific stress.
Much as the control of virulence system in group A Streptococcus enables rapid changes in expression of gene products in diverse functional categories that interact with the host (55), a genetic "engineer" can learn how to use different stress sensors to target diversity generators, such as C deamination, to specific genes under appropriate environmental cues. But to what extent has evolution done this?
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Acceptance of the concept that mutation can be targeted to specific biochemical pathways requires the demonstration of biochemical mechanisms that enable this to take place. With whole genomes before us, we can investigate the "wiring" to assess whether and to what extent the activity of specific polymerases, endonucleases, and repair proteins are altered under particular stresses and, to the extent we learn to recognize this, targeted to specific locations.
Discussions of potential targeting mechanisms have centered on expression of specific transcription factors that might block or allow access to specific gene regions and alter the location of mutation hotspots (44, 74) , much as the germline transcript in the immune system directs the class switch. "Starvation-induced derepression" has been proposed to result in transcription-guided genome changes in bacteria (127) . In yeast the nutritional status affects the pattern of transcription factor expression and alters sites of meiotic genetic variation (1). Transposon-carried regulatory DNA sequences may land next to physically separated genes that are expressed together, as the transposons "jump into" promoter regions with more open conformations (111) . Given the new roles that we are just beginning to learn for RNA (24) , a letter recently has been published (2) speculating that RNA could carry information back to the germline genome of eukaryotes.
It is interesting to explore the extent to which natural selection might have connected specific environmental stresses to certain classes of mutations. To facilitate careful discussion, it is important to note that this review has in general not examined the concept of focused mutation as used in that dynamic sense in which mutations would, for example, be targeted to revert auxotrophy. This review focuses on the ability of natural selection to alter the genome's mutation phenotype in ways that make classes of potentially adaptive (such as changes in the lengths of tetranucleotide repeats) or damaging mutations intrinsically more or less likely compared with random mutation. Even when mechanisms that can target genetic variation to a metabolically appropriate pathway are identified, that does not mean that the organism knows to change a specific A to a G to get the desired phenotypic effect. For V region hypermutation, focused mutation generates focused variation, upon which selection then acts.
SUMMARY: A NEW EVOLUTIONARY SYNTHESIS
The mutation phenotype of a genome represents an evolved balance between a myriad of biochemical activities, from nucleotide synthesis to the relative expression and selectivity of polymerases, proofreading, and repair in a sequence-contextdependent manner.
The number of distinct ways any genome might mutate is so vast that any fortuitous alignment of the tendency to make a certain type of mutation and the potential of that type of mutation to be biologically "useful" would be preserved through repeated cycles of pressure and survival.
Some genomes have evolved information encoding what I have termed here an implicit genome, which gives their progeny, taken as a group, predictable access to 479 a combinatorial assortment of variations in gene regions, such as host interaction surfaces, in which diversity is particularly important for survival. There is a selective value to the generation of diversity itself. Beyond the reach of the implicit genome, genomes can access additional, intact, information through recombination and horizontal transfer.
The concept of a mutation phenotype certainly does not imply that all mutations are targeted and helpful. However, it does suggest that when we observe different rates of mutation at different positions in a gene, we should consider the possibility this may be due to evolution of mechanisms that modulate the rate of variation, rather than selection for and against mutations one by one. Unless we look for such strategic information, we are unlikely to discover it, even if it is there.
Evolutionary theory has described variation as resulting from genetic changes that are forever random, with selection acting on the results of this random genetic variation. Because genomes do not inhabit a completely random world, genomes can evolve to be increasingly favored by repeated cycles of selection. The ability to handle predictable, repeated challenges is in fact a major challenge of evolution. Perhaps the most important factor in genome evolution will prove to be that the varied mechanisms that diversify and stabilize a genome themselves feel the pressure of natural selection.
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